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METHOD FOR STATEFUL FIREWALL INSPECTION OF ICE MESSAGES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) and

more particularly to using ICE across restrictive security boundaries such as restrictive

Network Address Translator (NAT) boundaries or firewalls.

Endpoints such as Internet Protocol (IP) phones can make multimedia

communications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) calls using multimedia session signaling

protocols such as Session Initial Protocol (SIP). Devices such as NATs located between two

endpoints can prevent the flow of multimedia session signaling protocol messages between

the two endpoints. ICE was developed to allow multimedia communications to operate

through NATs.

Even though ICE was developed to allow multimedia communications to operate

through NATs, ICE is generally used before any multimedia communications whether or not

NATs are located between two communicating endpoints. ICE is used because an endpoint is

generally unaware of how many, if any, NATs are located between itself and another

endpoint.

FIG. 1 shows IP phones A and B utilizing ICE to communicate using multimedia

session signaling protocol. For simplification, an example is shown where there are no NATs

located between IP phones A and B.

IP phone A first utilizes any method available to determine what IP addresses and port



combinations that are used for receiving media streams. In this instance, IP phone A uses

Simple Traversal of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) Through NATs (STUN). The STUN

communications 101 are used with a STUN server 22 to determine the IP address X and UDP

port number for IP phone A (IP=X). IP phone A then makes a local STUN server 23

available on itself and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X. As defined by

ICE, the unique identifier 8a is generated by combining random bit values with media level

attributes.

Next, IP phone A sends call request 102 including IP address X and the unique

identifier 8a to a call controller 1. In this example the IP phone A is making a VoIP

communication, and therefore, the call controller 1 is a VoIP call controller. VoIP call

controller 1 sends call request 103 including IP address X and unique identifier 8a to VoP

call controller 2 for IP phone B. VoIP call controller 2 sends a call request 104 to IP phone B

that includes IP address X and unique identifier 8a

After receiving call request 104, IP phone B may use any method to determine what IP

addresses and port combinations may be used to receive media streams. In this example, IP

phone B also uses STUN. STUN request 105a is sent to STUN server 22 to determine the IP

address Y and UDP port number for IP address Y (IP=Y) for IP phone B.

Also after the call request 104 is received, and generally in parallel with the STUN

request 105a, IP phone B sends a STUN request 106 to the STUN server 23. The purpose of

the STUN request 106 is for IP phone B to verify that it can reach IP phone A at IP address X.

Included in the STUN request 106 is the unique identifier 8a.

IP phone A receives STUN request 106 and verifies the unique identifier 8a before



sending back a STUN response 107. The STUN response 107 is shown to arrive before the

accept message 108 is sent, however depending on network characteristics, the STUN

response 107 may instead arrive at a later time as indicated by dashed line 107.

After receiving STUN response 105b back from the STUN server 22, IP phone B

makes a local STUN server 24 available on IP address Y and associates a unique identifier 8b

with that IP address Y. Also after receiving STUN response 105b, IP phone B sends an

accept message 108 to IP phone A. The accept message 108 also includes the IP address Y

and the unique identifier 8b. The accept message 108 may be sent before the STUN response

107 is received as indicated by dashed line 107.

After receiving the accept message 108, IP phone A sends a STUN request 109 to

STUN server 24 to verify that it can reach IP phone B at IP address Y. Included in the STUN

request 106 is the unique identifier 8b. IP phone B receives the STUN request 109 and sends

a STUN response 110 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b. Media

communications 111 begin after IP phones A and B verify that they can communicate with

each other as described above.

FIG. 2a shows how ICE operates with a device 11 that restricts the flow of

communications to and from IP phone A. In this example, device 11 is a restrictive firewall

that restricts the flow of inbound and outbound communications with devices that are not

included on an "always permitted" list 12 (hereinafter referred to as list 12). In other

examples device 11 is a restrictive NAT 11. The device 11 restricts more communications

than a conventional NAT. For example, a conventional NAT does not restrict inbound

communications from IP addresses that IP phone A has used to send outbound



communications .

ICE begins normally with IP phone A first sending a STUN request 201a to STUN

server 22. Firewall 11 forwards the STUN request 201a and associated STUN response 201b

because the associated address is on the list 12. IP phone A then makes local STUN server 23

available on IP address X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X.

Next, IP phone A sends call request 202 to VoIP call controller 1. Firewall 11

forwards the call request 202 because to the associated address for the VoIP call controller 1

that is included on the list 12. VoIP call controller 1 sends a corresponding call request 203

to VoIP call controller 2 for IP phone B. VoIP call controller 2 sends a corresponding call

request 204 to IP phone B.

After receiving call request 204, IP phone B sends STUN request 205a. IP phone B

also sends a STUN request 206 to the STUN server 23, which is intercepted by firewall 11.

Because IP phone B is not on the list 12, the STUN request 206 is dropped and not received

by IP phone A.

IP phone B does however receive STUN response 205b back from STUN server 22.

Accordingly, IP phone B makes a local STUN server 24 available on IP address Y and

associates a unique identifier 8b with that IP address Y. Because firewall 11 intercepts and

drops the STUN request 206, ICE cannot be completed and multimedia communications

cannot be transferred between IP phones A and B.

FIG. 2b shows the IP phone A located behind asymmetric firewalls 18 and 19.

Firewalls 18 and 19 are asymmetric because outbound communications are received at one

firewall 18, while inbound communications are received at another firewall 19. This



asymmetric routing occurs due to normal asymmetric IP routing in network 15a and network

15b. Firewalls 18 and 19 have the same policy restrictions as conventional NATs in that they

only restrict the flow of inbound communications. Thus, in this example the asymmetric

firewalls 18 and 19 have a much less restrictive security policy than the previously described

firewall 13.

ICE begins normally with STUN communications 201 exchanged with STUN server

22 to determine the IP address X and UDP port number for IP address X for IP phone A. IP

phone A then makes local STUN server 23 available on IP address X and associates unique

identifier 8a with the local STUN server 23.

Next, IP phone A sends call request 202 to a VoIP call controller 1. Because it is an

outbound communication, firewall 18 forwards the call request 202 to VoIP call controller 1.

VoIP call controller 1 sends call request 203 to VoIP call controller 2, which sends call

request 204 to IP phone B.

After receiving the call request 204, IP phone B sends the STUN request 205a to

STUN server 22. IP phone B also sends a STUN request 206 to the STUN server 23.

Firewall 19 has not previously forwarded outbound communications to IP phone B, and thus

STUN request 206 is dropped.

As a result of receiving STUN response 205b back from STUN server 22, IP phone B

makes local STUN server 24 available on the IP address Y and associates a unique identifier

8b with that IP address Y. Because firewall 19 intercepted and dropped the STUN request

206, ICE cannot be completed and multimedia communications cannot be transferred

between IP phones A and B.



Because of the forgoing limitations, endpoints behind restrictive firewalls and

restrictive NATs are unable to establish multimedia communications. Endpoints located

behind asymmetric firewalls of varying security policies are also unable to establish

multimedia communications. The disclosure that follows solves this and other problems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An endpoint uses Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) to enable multimedia

communications to traverse Network Address Translators (NATs). A security policy enables

security devices and asymmetric security devices to forward ICE messages. A management

device stores information about an initial message. Later, a security device receives an ICE

message and sends and authorization request to the management device. The management

device compares information in the authorization request to information in memory.

According to the comparison, the management device authorizes the security device to

forward the ICE message.

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the invention will become

more readily apparent from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment of

the invention that proceeds with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the ICE protocol.

FIG. 2A is a diagram of ICE failing with a firewall.

FIG. 2B is a diagram of ICE failing with asymmetric firewalls.



FIG. 3A is a diagram showing one example of a policy server authorizing a firewall to

forward ICE messages.

FIG. 3B is a diagram showing a second example of the firewall in FIG. 3A.

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a policy server authorizing asymmetric firewalls to

forward ICE messages.

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a firewall controller authorizing asymmetric restrictive

firewalls to forward ICE messages.

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a VoIP call controller using session policy to authorize

asymmetric restrictive firewalls to forward ICE messages.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an alternative method of using opaque tokens to

authorize asymmetric firewalls to forward ICE messages.

FIG. 8 is a diagram of the policy server shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing how the policy server authorizes the forwarding of ICE

messages.

FIG. 10 is a diagram of the firewall shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B.

FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing how the firewall receives authorization to forward of

ICE messages.

FIG. 12 is a diagram of the firewall controller shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing how the firewall controller authorizes the forwarding

of ICE messages.

FIG. 14 is a diagram of the asymmetric firewalls shown in FIG. 5.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing how the asymmetric firewalls receive authorization to



forward ICE messages.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 3a shows one example of the present application that allows ICE to operate even

though IP phone A is located behind a firewall 13. ICE is described in draft-ietf-mmusic-ice-

05.txt which is herein incorporated by reference and which may be found on the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IEFT) website. The call controller 1 operates with VoIP calls but

could be any type of control system. The policy server 3 is any management device 3 that

manages security devices for IP phone A. The firewall 13 may be a restrictive NAT or any

other security device that restricts inbound communications including those from IP addresses

to which firewall 13 previously forwarded outbound communications.

ICE begins normally with IP phone A first sending STUN request 301a to the STUN

server 22. Because there is an entry for STUN server 22 on list 12, firewall 13 forwards the

STUN request 301a and the STUN response 301b. IP phone A then makes local STUN

server 23 available on IP address X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address

X.

Next, IP phone A sends call request 302 to VoIP call controller 1 that includes IP

address X and the unique identifier 8a. Firewall 13 forwards the call request 302 because

there is an entry for VoIP call controller 1 on list 12.

After receiving call request 302, VoIP call controller 1 sends contact information 303

to the policy server 3. In the present example the contact information 303 includes IP address

X and the unique identifier 8a. In other examples a greater number of pairs of IP address and



port combinations and associated unique identifiers may be provided. Also, in other

examples an associated bandwidth value may also be communicated to the policy server 3.

An associated bandwidth value helps to identify denial of service attacks by letting the policy

server 3 know in advance how much bandwidth associated response signals should be using.

After receiving the contact information 303 in this example the policy server 3

generates an opaque token 99. The use of opaque token 99 is optional and provides scaling

benefits for improved management when several security devices are included in a network.

In the present example opaque token 99 is a 64-bit number that is meaningless to all devices

except policy server 3 and firewall 13. Policy server 3 advantageously prepends or appends

the opaque token 99 to the unique identifier 8a. Instead of prepending or appending, the

opaque token may be added as a header in the signaling message 305. However, one

advantage of including the opaque token as part of the unique identifier rather than as a

header is that IP phone B does not need to remove the opaque token from a signaling message

and include it in a STUN request. In other examples tokens are not used. For example, a

token is not required as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5.

Referring back to FIG. 3a, the policy server 3 also examines values of the IP address

X and the unique identifier 8a and stores those values together with opaque token 99 in a

memory 89. Then the policy server 3 sends a communication 304 back to the VoIP call

controller 1 that includes IP address X and the unique identifier 8a including the opaque token

99. After receiving the communication 304, the VoIP call controller 1 sends the call request

305 to VoIP call controller 2 . VoIP call controller 2 sends the call request 306 to IP phone B.



After receiving the call request 306, IP phone B determines what IP addresses and port

combinations to receive associated multimedia streams. In this example, IP phone B then

sends STUN request 307a to STUN server 22. Generally in parallel with STUN request 307a,

IP phone B sends STUN request 308 to IP phone A. STUN request 308 includes unique

identifier 8a including opaque token 99.

Firewall 13 intercepts the STUN request 308 and examines the opaque token 99

included in the unique identifier 8a. Based on the value of the opaque token 99, firewall 13

determines that STUN request 308 is associated with policy server 3. Accordingly, firewall

13 sends a message 309 containing the entire STUN request 308 to policy server 3.

Policy server 3 compares a value of unique identifier 8a including opaque token 99 in

STUN request 308 to a value in memory 89. Since the values match, policy server 3 strips

the opaque token 99 from the unique identifier 99 and sends an authorization 310 to firewall

13.

The firewall 13 examines the STUN request 308 to determine a STUN transaction ID

88. A STUN transaction ID 88 is included as a header in STUN communications. After

storing the STUN transaction ID 88 in a memory 97 and receiving authorization 310, the

firewall 13 forwards the STUN request 308 to IP phone A. The firewall 13 then monitors for

a non-error STUN response 311 with a same STUN transaction ID 88. After the firewall

detects a non-error STUN response 311 with the same STUN transaction ID 88, the firewall

13 opens a pinhole 90 permitting all communications to the IP address in STUN request 308.

A pinhole 90 is a path through a firewall; through which a flow associated with a particular

IP address may pass. Thus, the firewall 13 leverages the unique identifier 8a check made at



IP phone A as a second verification.

In this example, the firewall 13 then forwards STUN response 311 based on the

pinhole 90. The STUN response 3 11 arrives at IP phone B before the accept message 312 is

sent. However, depending on network characteristics, the accept message 312 may be sent

before STUN response 311 is received. It will become apparent why this is noted in the

detailed description of FIG. 3b.

After IP phone B receives STUN response 307b, the IP phone B then makes a local

STUN server 24 available on IP address Y and associates a unique identifier 8b with that IP

address Y. Also after receiving STUN response 307b, IP phone B sends an accept message

312 including the IP address Y and the unique identifier 8b. The accept message 312 may be

sent before the STUN response 311 is received as indicated by dashed line 311. The firewall

13 forwards the accept message 312 because VoIP controller 1 is included on list 12.

After receiving the accept message 312, IP phone A sends a STUN request 313 to the

STUN server 24 to verify that it can reach IP phone B at IP address Y. Included in the STUN

request 313 is the unique identifier 8b. IP phone B receives the STUN request 313 and sends

a STUN response 314 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b. IP phone A has thus

verified that it can reach IP phone B at a particular address and visa versa and media

communications 315 may begin.

FIG. 3b shows a second example that includes an additional security feature. The

operations are the same as the example shown in FIG. 3a until policy server 3 is ready to send

authorization 310 for STUN request 308 to firewall 13. At that point, instead of immediately

sending authorization 310, policy server 3 stores both the entire STUN request 308 and the



STUN transaction ID 88 in the memory 89.

Next, after receiving STUN response 307b, IP phone B sends accept message 312 to

IP phone A through the signaling path to be received by VoIP call controller 1. After

receiving accept message 312, instead of just forwarding accept message 312 to IP phone A,

VoIP call controller 1 also determines the source IP address X. VoIP call controller 1 then

sends communication 313 including the source IP address X of the accept message 312 to

policy server 3. Alternatively, instead of determining the source IP address X itself, VoIP call

controller 1 may instead send a copy of accept message 312 in communication 313 for

determination by policy server 3 .

After receiving communication 313, policy server 3 compares the received source IP

address X to a source IP address X for STUN request 308. After verifying a match, policy

server 3 finally sends authorization 310 including the entire STUN request 308 to firewall 13.

Policy server 3 also strips the opaque token 99 from the STUN request 308 before sending it

to firewall 13.

After receiving authorization 310, firewall 13 forwards STUN request 308 to IP phone

A and stores the STUN transaction ID 88 in memory 89. A benefit of waiting to store the

STUN transaction ID 88 until after the authorization 310 is that firewall 13 is protected from

denial of service attacks. A malicious person sending false or irrelevant STUN requests is

prevented from filling up the memory 97 with irrelevant STUN transaction IDs.

The firewall 13 then monitors for a non-error STUN response 314 with a same STUN

transaction identification 88. If the firewall 13 detects a non-error STUN response 314 with

the same STUN transaction identification 88, the firewall 13 opens a pinhole 90 permitting all



communications to and from IP phone B. The firewall 13 then forwards STUN response 314

based on the pinhole 90.

Next, IP phone A sends a STUN request 315 to the STUN server 24 to verify that it

may reach IP phone B at IP address Y. IP phone B receives the STUN request 315 and sends

a STUN response 316 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b. IP phone A has thus

verified that it may reach IP phone B at a particular address and visa versa and media

communications 317 may begin.

Referring now to FIG. 4, an example is shown where IP phone A is behind

asymmetric firewalls 16 and 17. Firewalls 16 and 17 restrict the flow of inbound

communications but generally allow outbound communications. Firewalls 16 and 17 will,

however, allow inbound communications from IP addresses that IP phone A has used to send

outbound communications. Thus firewalls 16 and 17 are less restrictive than the firewall 13

that was previously described.

ICE begins normally with IP phone A making STUN communications 401 with

STUN server 22. The IP phone A then makes a local STUN server 23 available on IP address

X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X.

Next, IP phone A sends call request 402. The ICE protocol includes media

information 8 1 in all call requests 402. Thus call request 402 includes a header with the

media information 81 in addition to the payload including IP address X and the unique

identifier 8a. To avoid repetition, it will no longer be specifically indicated whether a

particular message includes an IP address and a unique identifier. Firewall 16 forwards call

request 402 because it is an outbound communication to VoIP call controller 1.



VoIP call controller 1 receives call request 402. After recognizing that the message

402 is a call request, VoIP call controller 1 sends a message 403 including the media

information 8 1 to policy server 3. Policy server 3 stores in a memory 89 the media

information 81, the IP address X and the unique identifier 8a. Also after receiving call

request 402, VoIP call controller 1 sends call request 404 to VoIP call controller 2.

After IP phone B receives call request 405, IP phone B utilizes any method to

determine which IP addresses and port combinations can receive multimedia streams. In this

example, IP phone B sends STUN request 406a. IP phone B also sends STUN request 407 to

IP phone A. STUN request 407 includes a header with the media information 8 1.

Firewall 17 intercepts the STUN request 407 and determines that the source is IP

address Y. Firewall 17 determines that it has not forwarded outgoing communications to IP

address Y. As a result, firewall 17 sends a message 408 including the entire STUN request

407 to policy server 3.

After receiving message 408, policy server 3 compares a value of the media

information 81 located in STUN request 407 to a value stored in memory 89. Policy server 3

may also compare a value of the unique identifier 8a located in STUN request 407 to a value

stored in memory 89. Since both the values match, policy server 3 sends an authorization 409

to firewall 17. Firewall 17 receives the authorization 409, opens a pinhole 90 and forwards

the STUN request 407 to IP phone A.

After receiving STUN request 407, IP phone A sends STUN response 410 to IP phone

A. Firewall 16 forwards STUN response 410 because it is an outbound communication.

After IP phone B receives the STUN response 406b from STUN server 22, the IP



phone B then makes a local STUN server 24 available on IP address Y and associates a

unique identifier 8b with that IP address Y. Also after receiving STUN response 406b, EP

phone B sends an accept message 411. Firewall 13 forwards the accept message 4 11 because

it was from VoIP call controller 1.

After receiving the accept message 4 11, IP phone A sends a STUN request 412 to the

STUN server 24. IP phone B receives the STUN request 412 and sends a STUN response

413 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b. IP phone A has thus verified that it

may reach IP phone B at a particular address and visa versa and media communications 414

may begin.

Referring now to FIG. 5 an example including asymmetric firewalls 3 1 and 32 is

shown. Firewalls 31 and 32 have restrictive policies; they generally only allow

communications to and from addresses on respective "always permitted" lists 4 1 and 42.

ICE begins normally with IP phone A making STUN communications 501 with

STUN server 22 included on the list 4 1. The IP phone A then makes a local STUN server 23

available on IP address X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X. Next,

IP phone A sends call request 502 with a header including media information. Firewall 3 1

forwards call request 502 because it is addressed to the VoIP call controller 1 included on the

list 41.

VoIP call controller 1 receives call request 502. After recognizing that the message

502 is a call request, VoIP call controller 1 sends a message 503 including the media

information 8 1 to firewall controller 33. Firewall controller 33 stores in a memory 89 the

media information 81, the IP address X and the unique identifier 8a. Also after receiving call



request 502, VoIP call controller 1 sends call request 504 to VoIP call controller 2.

After IP phone B receives the call request 505, IP phone B utilizes any method to

determine which IP addresses and port combinations can receive multimedia streams. In this

example, IP phone B sends STUN request 506a. IP phone B also sends STUN request 507 to

IP phone A. STUN request 507 includes media information 8 1 and STUN transaction 88 as

headers.

Firewall 32 intercepts STUN request 507 and determines the source. Since IP phone

B is not on the list 42, firewall 32 sends a message 508 including the entire STUN request

507 to policy server 3.

After receiving message 508, firewall controller 33 stores the STUN transaction ID 88

in memory 89. Firewall controller 33 also compares a value of media information 8 1 located

in STUN request 507 to a value stored in memory 89. Firewall controller 33 may also

compare a value of the unique identifier 8a located in STUN request 507 to a value stored in

memory 89. Since the values match, firewall controller 33 sends an authorization 509A to

firewall 32. Optionally, firewall controller 33 may also broadcast a message 509B

authorizing firewall 3 1 to forward a STUN response 510 with STUN transaction ID 88.

After receiving the authorization 509A, in this example the firewall 32 forwards the

STUN request 507 to IP phone A. Firewall 32 also opens a pinhole 52. Optionally, the

firewall 32 may also forward message 509B to firewall 3 1 thereby relieving firewall 3 1 from

having to request authorization from firewall controller 33 concerning an outgoing message

with STUN transaction 88. In larger networks, firewall 32 may multicast message 509B to all

other firewalls in its multicast group.



After receiving STUN request 507, EP phone A sends STUN response 510 to IP phone

A, which is intercepted by firewall 31. Firewall 3 1 determines that STUN response 510 is

addressed to IP phone B that is not included on list 41. If firewall 3 1 previously received

authorization 509B, it is determined whether STUN response 511 has a same STUN

transaction ID 88. If so, STUN response 5 11 is forwarded to IP phone B and pinhole 5 1 is

opened.

If authorization 509B was not received, firewall 3 1 sends an authorization request 511

including the entire STUN response 510. Firewall controller 33 examines the STUN

response 510 and may compare values of the media information 81, the STUN transaction ID

88 and/or the unique identifier 8a located in STUN response 510 with values stored in

memory 89. After determining a match, firewall controller 33 sends authorization 512 to

firewall 31. Firewall 3 1 then forwards STUN response 510 to IP phone B and opens pinhole

51.

Meanwhile, IP phone B receives STUN response 506b and makes a local STUN

server 24 available on IP address Y with an associated unique identifier 8b. Also after

receiving STUN response 506b, IP phone B sends an accept message 513. The firewall 3 1

forwards the accept message 513 based on the pinhole 51.

After receiving the accept message 513, IP phone A sends a STUN request 514

through pinhole 5 1 to the STUN server 24. IP phone B receives the STUN request 514 and

sends a STUN response 515 through pinhole 52 after optionally verifying the unique

identifier 8b. IP phones A and B have verified that they can exchange information and thus

media communications 516 may begin.



Referring now to FIG. 6, an example employing asymmetric firewalls 31 and 32 and

opaque tokens 99 is shown. In this example the functions of a firewall controller and a policy

server have been optionally incorporated into VoIP call controller 4. Also in this example

firewalls 31 and 32 employ restrictive policies; they only allow communications to and from

addresses on respective lists 4 1 and 42.

ICE begins normally with IP phone A making STUN communications 601 with

STUN server 22 included on the list 4 1. IP phone A then makes a local STUN server 23

available on IP address X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X. Next,

IP phone A sends call request 602. Firewall 31 forwards call request 602 to VoIP call

controller 4 that is included on list 4 1.

After receiving call request 602, VoIP call controller 4 adds an opaque token 99 as a

header. In the present example token 99 is a 64 bit opaque token 99 that is meaningless to all

devices except VoIP call controller 4 and firewalls 3 1 and 32. The VoIP call controller 4 also

examines values of the IP address X and the unique identifier 8a and stores those values along

with opaque token 99 in memory 89. Then VoIP call controller 4 sends a communication 603

to the VoIP call controller 2 that includes the opaque token 99.

After IP phone B receives call request 604, IP phone B utilizes any method to

determine which IP addresses and port combinations can receive multimedia streams. In this

example, IP phone B sends STUN request 605a. IP phone B also sends STUN request 606 to

IP phone A. STUN request 606 includes a header with the opaque token 99.

Firewall 32 intercepts the STUN request 606 and examines the opaque token 99.

Based on the opaque token 99, firewall 32 determines that VoIP call controller 4 generated



the opaque token 99. Firewall 32 then sends an authorization request 607 including the entire

STUN request 606 to VoIP call controller 4.

VoIP call controller 4 compares a value of the opaque token 99 located in STUN

request 606 to a value stored in memory 89. Policy server 4 also compares a value of the

unique identifier 8a located in STUN request 606 to a value stored in memory 89. Since there

is a match, VoIP call controller 4 sends an authorization 608 to firewall 32. Authorization

608 may include the entire STUN request 606 to relieve firewall 32 from the burden of

storing it during authorization. After receiving the authorization 608, the firewall 32 opens a

pinhole 52 and forwards the STUN request 606 to IP phone A.

After receiving STUN request 606, IP phone A sends STUN response 609 to IP phone

B, which is intercepted by firewall 31. Firewall 3 1 then examines the opaque token 99 and

determines that it was generated by VoIP call controller 4. Firewall 31 then sends an

authorization request 610 containing the entire STUN response 609 to VoIP call controller 4.

After VoIP call controller 4 receives authorization request 610, values of the opaque

token 99, the IP address X and/or the unique identifier 8a located in STUN response 609 are

compared to values in memory 89. In some examples the VoIP call controller 4 may also

compare values of media information 81 (not shown) and a STUN transaction ID 88 (not

shown) or any other value. After determining a match, VoIP call controller 4 sends

authorization 6 11 to firewall 31. VoIP call controller 4 may also send STUN response 609

back to firewall 31. Firewall 31 opens pinhole 51 and forwards STUN response 609 to IP

phone B.

Meanwhile, IP phone B receives STUN response 605b and then makes a local STUN



server 24 available on IP address Y with an associated unique identifier 8b. Also after

receiving STUN response 605b, IP phone B sends an accept message 612. The firewall 32

forwards the accept message 612 because it was sent from VoIP call controller 4.

After receiving the accept message 612, IP phone A sends a STUN request 613

through pinhole 5 1 to the STUN server 24. IP phone B receives the STUN request 613 and

sends a STUN response 614 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b (not shown).

IP phone A has thus verified that it can reach IP phone B at a particular address and visa versa

and media communications 615 may begin.

It is noted that private networks frequently include more security devices than the two

shown. Only two security devices were shown to simplify the explanation. If a private

network is scaled to include many security devices, scaling is simplified by the use of opaque

tokens and a central management device storing information in a table.

Referring now to FIG. 7, an example employing asymmetric firewalls 16 and 17 and

opaque token 99 is shown. In this example the opaque token is advantageously prepended or

appended to the unique identifier 8a by IP phone A. Also, for simplification, in this example

firewalls 16 and 17 employ less restrictive policies; they restrict the flow of inbound

communications but generally allow outbound communications.

ICE begins normally with IP phone A making STUN communications 701 with

STUN server 22 included on the list 41. IP phone A then makes a local STUN server 23

available on IP address X and associates a unique identifier 8a with that IP address X.

Next, IP phone A sends a communication 702 to VoIP call controller 4 requesting an

opaque token value to include with unique identifier 8a. One advantage of IP phone A



including the opaque token 99 to the unique identifier is that cryptographic signatures will

remain intact. For example, if IP phone A used a cryptographic signature to ensure that a

signaling message 704 was not modified, inclusion of the opaque token 99 by the VoIP call

controller 4 would break the signature. In response to communication 702, VoIP call

controller 4 sends communication 703 including the opaque token 99.

After receiving communication 703, IP phone A prepends or appends the opaque

token to the unique identifier 8a. Next, IP phone A sends call request 704 that may include a

cryptographic signature.

After receiving call request 704, The VoIP call controller 4 also examines values of

the IP address X and the unique identifier 8a including opaque token 99 and stores those

values in memory 89. Then VoIP call controller 4 sends a communication 705 to the VoIP

call controller 2.

After IP phone B receives call request 706, IP phone B utilizes any method to

determine which IP addresses and port combinations can receive multimedia streams. In this

example, IP phone B sends STUN request 707a. IP phone B also sends STUN request 708a

to IP phone A. STUN request 708a includes the unique identifier 8a including opaque token

99.

Firewall 17 intercepts the STUN request 708a and examines the opaque token 99

included in the unique identifier 8a. Based on the opaque token 99, firewall 17 determines

that VoIP call controller 4 generated the opaque token 99. Firewall 17 then sends an

authorization request 709 including the entire STUN request 708a to VoIP call controller 4.

VoIP call controller 4 compares a value of the unique identifier 8a including opaque



token 99 located in STUN request 708a to a value stored in memory 89. Since there is a

match, VoIP call controller 4 strips the opaque token 99 from the unique identifier 8a to

create modified STUN request 708b and sends an authorization 710 to firewall 17. After

receiving the authorization 710, the firewall 17 opens a pinhole 90 and forwards the modified

STUN request 708b to IP phone A.

After receiving STUN request 708b, IP phone A sends STUN response 7 11 to

phone B. Meanwhile, IP phone B receives STUN response 707b and then makes a local

STUN server 24 available on IP address Y with an associated unique identifier 8b. Also after

receiving STUN response 707b, IP phone B sends an accept message 712.

After receiving the accept message 712, IP phone A sends a STUN request 713 to the

STUN server 24. IP phone B receives the STUN request 713 and sends a STUN response

714 after optionally verifying the unique identifier 8b. IP phone A has thus verified that it

can reach IP phone B at a particular address and visa versa and media communications 715

may begin.

It is noted that many variations of the above process may be used. For example, VoIP

call controller may prepend or append the opaque 99 token to the unique identifier 8a. Also,

firewall 17 or IP phone A may later strip the opaque token 99 from unique identifier 8a.

FIG. 8 shows a policy server 800 that authorizes ICE messages. The policy server 800

includes a processor 801 and a memory 802. The memory 802 includes instructions that,

when executed by the processor 801, perform the functions described in the flowcharts of

FIG. 9.

Referring to FIG. 9, the policy server 800 in block 901 receives contact information



from a security device such as a firewall or NAT. The contact information includes a list of

IP addresses and port combinations with associated unique identifiers. The policy server 800

generates an opaque token in block 902. In block 903, the policy server 800 stores the contact

information and the opaque token in a memory 802. In block 904, the policy server 800 sends

a message including the contact information and the opaque token.

Later in block 905, the policy server 800 receives an authorization request including a

STUN request from a security device. In block 906 the policy server examines the STUN

request for an opaque token and contact information. Next in block 907 the policy server 800

compares the values of the opaque token and contact information located in the STUN

request to the values in the memory 802. If there is not a match in block 908, the policy

server 800 does not authorize the STUN request in block 909A.

If there is a match in block 908, the policy server 800 may authorize the STUN

request in block 909B. Alternatively, in block 909C the policy server 800 compares the

source IP address of the STUN request with a source IP address of a received accept message.

After finding a match in block 910, the policy server 800 authorizes the STUN request.

Referring now to FIGS. 10 and 11, a firewall 1000 that has a restrictive policy and is

still compatible with ICE is shown. The firewall 1000 may also be a restrictive NAT 1000 or

other security device 1000. The firewall 1000 includes a processor 1001 and a memory 1002.

The memory 1002 includes instructions that, when executed by a processor, perform

functions described in the flowchart of FIG. 11.

Referring to FIG. 11, in block 1101 the firewall 1000 receives an unauthorized ICE

message including a STUN request. The firewall 1000 inspects the STUN request in block



1102. In block 1103 the firewall 1000 discovers and examines an opaque token that was

generated by a policy server. In block 1104, the firewall 1000 forwards the entire STUN

request to the policy server thereby requesting authorization.

If authorization is received in block 1105, the firewall 1000 in block 1106A forwards

the STUN request and monitors for a non-error STUN response with a same STUN

transaction ID. If the non-error STUN response is received in block 1107, the firewall 1000

opens a pinhole in block 1108A. If the non-error response is not received in block 1107, the

firewall 1000 does not open a pinhole in block 1108B. Finally, if authorization was never

received in block 1105, the firewall 1000 drops the ICE message in block 1106B.

Referring now to FIGS . 12 and 13, a firewall controller 1200 that makes ICE

compatible with asymmetric security devices such as firewalls is shown. The firewall control

1200 may also be a policy server 1200 or any other management device 1200. The firewall

controller 1200 includes a processor 1201 and a memory 1202. The memory 1202 includes

instructions that, when executed by a processor, perform functions described in the flowchart

of FIG. 13.

Referring to FIG. 13, in block 1301 the firewall controller 1200 receives a message

including media information and contact information including a list of IP address and port

combinations with associated unique identifiers. The firewall controller 1200 then stores the

media information and the contact information in the memory 1202 in block 1302.

Later, in block 1303 the firewall controller 1200 receives an authorization request

including a STUN request from a security device. In block 1304 the firewall controller 1200

examines the STUN request for media information, a STUN transaction ID and contact



information including a list of IP address and port combinations with associated unique

identifiers. In block 1305 the firewall controller 1200 stores the STUN transaction ID in

memory 1202 and compares values of the media information and the contact information

located in the STUN request to the values located in the memory 1202.

If there is a match in block 1306, the firewall controller authorizes a STUN request in

block 1307A. The firewall controller 1200 may also broadcast the STUN transaction ID to all

security devices in block 1308. If instead there is not a match in block 1306, the firewall

controller 1200 does not authorize -the STUN request in block 1307B.

Later in block 1310 the firewall controller 1200 receives an authorization request

including a STUN response from a security device. In block 1311 the firewall controller

1200 examines the STUN response for a STUN transaction ID. In block 1312 the firewall

controller 1200 then compares a value of the STUN transaction ID located in the STUN

response to the value located in the memory 1202. If there is a match in block 1313, the

firewall controller 1200 authorizes the STUN response in block 1314A. If there is not a

match in block 1313, the firewall controller 1200 does not authorize the STUN response in

block l314B.

Referring now to FIGS. 14 and 15, an asymmetric firewall 1400 that is compatible

with ICE is shown. The firewall 1400 may also be any other security device 1400. The

firewall 1400 includes a processor 1401 and a memory 1402. The memory 1402 includes

instructions that, when executed by a processor, perform functions described in the flowchart

of FIG. 15.

Referring now to FIG. 15, in block 1501 a firewall 1400 receives a STUN request.



The firewall 1400 inspects the STUN request in block 1502. The firewall 1400 determines

that the STUN request is not authorized in block 1503. Accordingly, in block 1504 the

firewall 1400 forwards the entire STUN request to a management device. If authorization is

received in block 1505, the firewall 1400 forwards the STUN request and opens a pinhole in

block 1506A. If authorization is not received in block 1505, the firewall drops the STUN

request in block 1506B.

Later another firewall 1400 may receive a STUN response in block 1507. The

firewall 1400 inspects the STUN response and locates a STUN transaction ID in block 1508.

In block 1509, if the firewall 1400 has previously received authorization for the STUN

transaction ID from a broadcast by the management device or by another firewall, then the

firewall 1400 forwards the STUN request and opens a pinhole in block 1512A.

If the STUN transaction has not been previously authorized in block 1509, the firewall

1400 forwards the entire STUN response to a management device. If authorization is

received in block 1511, the firewall 1400 forwards the STUN response and opens a pinhole in

block 1512A. If authorization is not received in block 1511, the firewall 1400 drops the

STUN response in block 1512B.

The system described above can use dedicated processor systems, micro controllers,

programmable logic devices, or microprocessors that perform some or all of the operations.

Some of the operations described above may be implemented in software and other

operations may be implemented in hardware.

For the sake of convenience, the operations are described as various interconnected

functional blocks or distinct software modules. This is not necessary, however, and there



may be cases where these functional blocks or modules are equivalently aggregated into a

single logic device, program or operation with unclear boundaries. In any event, the

functional blocks and software modules or features of the flexible interface can be

implemented by themselves, or in combination with other operations in either hardware or

software.

Having described and illustrated the principles of the invention in a preferred

embodiment thereof, it should be apparent that the invention may be modified in arrangement

and detail without departing from such principles. I claim all modifications and variation

coming within the spirit and scope of the following claims.



What is Claimed is:

1. A management device, comprising:

a processor generating a token to be inserted into a signaling message and then

comparing the token with an unauthorized message received at a security device to authorize

forwarding by the security device.

2. The management device according to claim 1 wherein the unauthorized message

is an Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) message.

3. The management device according to claim 1 wherein the processor further

compares contact information included in the signaling message to contact information

included in the unauthorized message.

4. The management device according to claim 1, wherein the processor operates in

a policy server or a firewall controller.

5. The management device according to claim 4 wherein an authorization is sent by

the processor to a firewall, a NAT, or any other security device.



6. The management device according to claim 4 further comprising the processor

receiving an authorization request including an entire Simple Traversal of User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) Through Network Address Translators (STUN) request that includes the

token and the processor removing the token and sending the entire tokenless STUN request

back to the security device.

7. A security device comprising:

a processor sending an authorization request for an unauthorized message, the

unauthorized message including an authorization token; and forwarding the unauthorized

message when the authorization request is validated.

8. The security device of claim 7 where the authorization request includes the

authorization token to be used for validation.

9. The security device of claim 7 where the processor opens a pinhole when a

validation message is received back in response to the forwarded unauthorized message.

10. The security device of claim 7 further comprising the processor multicasting a

Simple Traversal of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) Through Network Address Translators

(STUN) transaction identifier to other security devices in a same multicast group.



11. The security device of claim 7 wherein the unauthorized message is an

Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) message including a STUN request.

12. The security device of claim 9 wherein the pinhole is a path through the

security device through which messages associated with a particular source address may

pass.

13. The security device of claim 9 wherein opening the pinhole further includes

comparing a STUN transaction identifier included in the unauthorized message with a STUN

transaction identifier included in the validation message.

14. A method for authorizing communications across asymmetric security devices

comprising:

receiving a first message that includes first media information associated with an

outgoing communication;

storing the first media information;

receiving a first authorization request from a first asymmetric security device, the

first authorization request including second media information associated with an

unauthorized incoming communication;

comparing a first value from the first media information to a second value from the

second media information; and



authorizing the first asymmetric security device to forward the unauthorized

incoming communication according to the comparison.

15. The method of claim 14 including storing a Simple Traversal of User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) Through Network Address Translators (STUN) transaction identifier located

in the first authorization request.

16. The method of claim 14 further comprising:

receiving a second authorization request associated with an unauthorized outgoing

communication received at a second asymmetric security device and comparing a value of a

STUN transaction identifier located in the second authorization request to the stored value;

authorizing the second asymmetric security device to forward the unauthorized

outgoing communication according to the comparison.

17. The method of claim 14 where the unauthorized incoming communication is an

Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) message.

18. The method of claim 15 including sending the STUN transaction identifier to a

second asymmetric security device.

19. A method of requesting authorization for messages associated with an

asymmetric security device comprising:



receiving a first message;

sending an asymmetric verification message including media information to a

management device; and

communicating the first message.

20. The method of claim 19 including:

receiving an authorization before communicating the first message;

wherein the first message is unauthorized when received and the asymmetric

verification message includes an entire Simple Traversal of User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

Through Network Address Translators (STUN) request.

2 1. The method of claim 19 wherein the first message is received at a call

controller.

22. The method of claim 19 including:

receiving an unauthorized outgoing communication after communicating the first

message; and

sending an authorization request to determine whether to drop or forward the

unauthorized outgoing communication.

23. A system for authorizing communications across asymmetric security devices

comprising:



means for receiving a first message that includes first media information associated

with an outgoing communication;

means for storing the first media information;

means for receiving a first authorization request from a first asymmetric security

device, the first authorization request including second media information associated with an

unauthorized incoming communication;

means for comparing a first value from the first media information to a second value

from the second media information; and

means for authorizing the first asymmetric security device to forward the

unauthorized incoming communication according to the comparison.

24. The system of claim 23 including means for storing a Simple Traversal of User

Datagram Protocol (UDP) Through Network Address Translators (STUN) transaction

identifier located in the first authorization request.

25. The system of claim 23 further comprising:

means for receiving a second authorization request associated with an unauthorized

outgoing communication received at a second asymmetric security device and comparing a

value of a STUN transaction identifier located in the second authorization request to the

stored value;

means for authorizing the second asymmetric security device to forward the

unauthorized outgoing communication according to the comparison.



26. The system of claim 23 where the unauthorized incoming communication is an

Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) message.

27. A system for requesting authorization for messages associated with an

asymmetric security device comprising:

means for receiving a first message;

means for sending an asymmetric verification message including media information

to a management device; and

means for forwarding the first message.

28. The system of claim 27 including:

means for receiving an authorization before forwarding the first message;

wherein the first message is unauthorized when received and the asymmetric

verification message includes an entire Simple Traversal of User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

Through Network Address Translators (STUN) request.

29. The system of claim 27 wherein the first message is received at a call

controller.

30. The system of claim 27 including:

means for receiving an unauthorized outgoing communication after forwarding the

first message; and



means for sending an authorization request to determine whether to drop or forward

the unauthorized outgoing communication.

3 1. A computer readable medium containing computer executable instructions for

5 using Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) across a security device, the instructions

when executed:

forwarding ICE messages through a security device that is configured to restrict

incoming communications from a source address to which the security device has previously

forwarded outgoing communications.

IO

32. The system of claim 31 wherein the source address is not on an always-

permitted list included in the security device.
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